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take the pressure down
there are many factors that a barista must fully control and understand 
to achieve the best possible espresso from the beans, grinder 
and espresso machine he or she is working on – everything from 
controlling the dose and grind coarseness of the coffee to regulating 
the temperature of the espresso machine. One factor that is often 
overlooked by baristas is the art of tamping. 

W
hat is tamping 
and why do we 
do it?

the process 
of tamping 
compresses 

ground coffee into a compacted bed and 
locks in the distribution of coffee within 
the group handle. your objective is to 
remove any large air pockets and create 
a level bed of coffee (of equal density), 
through which hot pressurised water from 
the espresso machine will penetrate and 
extract evenly.

there are two primary reasons related 
to tamping that causes uneven extractions:

1.  Water is lazy and if you offer it an 
easy way to get out, it will take it! 
this is often referred to as ‘the path 
of least resistance’.

2.  It would be remiss of me to talk 
about tamping without mentioning 
the importance of dose, distribution 
and grind setting. Correctly choosing 
a dose and corresponding grind 
setting are the most important 
factors that affect how a shot pours – 
even more so than tamping itself.

tamping will not fix inconsistencies 
related to dosing and distribution. What 
tamping will do however, is create a 
coffee bed that offers even resistance to 
the pressurised water that will result in 
an even extraction of espresso given a 
suitable grind setting and dose. 

HOW Hard SHOuld I 
tamp?

this is a question I often face when 
teaching people to prepare espresso. the 
magical 15kg of force has often been used 

as a benchmark for tamping in industry. It 
gives baristas a baseline to work from

– 15 kg of downward force is merely 
a trade off between the compactness of 
the bed of coffee and preventing rSI 
(repetitive strain injury) for baristas 
tamping hundreds of group handles a 
day. So my answer to the question is often 
followed with the response: as long as you 
are consistent, it does not matter how hard 
you tamp.

the reasoning is this: tamping harder 
or softer will have negligible impact on 
an extraction flow rate once the coffee 
bed has been tamped with sufficient 
pressure to remove any air pockets. 9 bar 
of extraction pressure is 16 times greater 
than the pressure of a 15kg tamp. tamping 
pressure is immediately alleviated during 
the period when the dry coffee is wetted. 
Once the extraction is in full swing, there 
will always be much less tamping pressure 
than pump pressure.
 
CalIBrated tamperS 
and aCCeSSOrIeS

Calibrated tampers are great training 
tools especially for someone learning 
to make coffee for the first time as it 
allows them to gauge how hard a tamp 
should be. Whilst great training tools in 
their own right, there is no reason why 
calibrated tampers cannot be used in a 
commercial setting. With multiple baristas 
on bar with different tamping styles, a 

Figure 2. The lack of side adhesion to the filter 
basket causes water to rush through the gap. 
This is known as ‘channelling’.

Figure 1. Coffee bed is not level and water flow 
is uneven causing a sour and thin extraction.

david Seng is the head barista trainer at the espresso School in melbourne. He has been a barista  
for over 5 years, competing in coffee competitions at state, interstate and national levels. 

Grind and dose – it all starts with the perfect grind 
and dose. dose to a mound.

distribute and level – strike off any excess coffee with 
your finger or a hard plastic card.

HOW tO tamp – 
a pICtOrIal GuIde

1. 2. 

tamp – tamp straight by keeping your arm vertical and 
in-line with the tamper with your body in close.

Wipe – remove any loose coffee sitting on top of the 
filter basket rim and group handle lugs.3. 4. 
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You care about great coffee, you also care about the planet. 
Choose the cup that shows you care.

The BioCup lining and lid are made using Ingeo® a 100% annually •	
renewable	plant	based	bioplastic.	
The	production	of	Ingeo®	uses	62-68%	fewer	fossil	fuel	resources	than	•	
traditional	plastics.
Paper	board	is	sourced	from	FSC	managed	plantations.	•	
BioCups	are	recyclable	in	the	waste	paper	stream	and	are	also	•	
compostable	in	commercial	composting	facilities.	

Together we can make a difference one cup at a time.

Tel:	1300	BIOPAK	(246725)	/	02	8060	9000	
Email:	info@biopak.com.au

Purchase	online:	www.biopak.com.au

Grow your business.
It doesn’t cost the earth
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calibrated ‘click’ tamper can be used as 
a guide for all. Calibrated tampers are 
essentially the same as regular tampers; 
the only difference is that these tampers 
have an internal spring mechanism that 
allows the tamper to ‘click’ when you’ve 
reached the preset tamping pressure. an 
advanced barista will have the ability 
to use a calibrated tamper as he would 
a regular one, changing tamping styles 
and pressures depending on the type 
being used and what the barista wishes to 
achieve. as a barista, I believe a calibrated 
tamper can be used in conjunction with 
regular tampers throughout the day to 
maintain consistency and build up muscle 
memory. Simply put, it eliminates one 
variable in a multi-variable scenario of 
what could go wrong when preparing 
an espresso coffee. I believe the key to 
preparing great coffee, no matter what 
brewing method, is consistency.

Over the last few years I have seen 
a plethora of tampers come out to the 
market trying to address one or both of 
the main issues identified earlier – i.e. 
tamping straight/level and maintaining a 
consistent tamping pressure.

revIeW prOduCtS
all tampers in this review were tested 

on a la marzocco GB5 espresso machine 
paired with ridgeless

Synesso filter baskets and a mazzer 
robur e grinder. all technical details of 
this review are available at http://www.
espressoschool.com.au/home/resources/
bean-scene

eSprO – WWW.eSprO.Ca
the espro is a precision engineered 

Canadian made and built unit. an internal 
feedback spring mechanism bottoms out 
at 15kg of force providing a subtle ‘click’. 
the espro is a solidly built tamper with 

an amazing fit and finish. the espro is 
extremely comfortable to use and a great 
training companion for any barista of any 
level.

price: $140
Options available: Flat and convex 

bases with sizes ranging from 49 to 58mm. 
red handle comes in 57mm only.

australian distributor: veneziano 
Coffee

demaral –  
WWW.demaral.COm

australian designed and made, the 
dema.ral is the new kid on the block 
featuring a depth adjustable base with 
flanges that sit on top of the filter basket 
ensuring a 100% level tamp.

this tamper is perfect for coffee 
establishments with high staff turnover. 
this unit makes tamping

easy and provides consistency and 
level tamping first time, every time. 
angelo is the coffee technician who 
designed and built this tamper. He is 
currently trialling a new non-stick surface 
coating on the bases of the tampers to 
prevent coffee accumulating and sticking 
to the bottom.

price: $130 (inc. delivery)
Options available: various colours with 

flat, uS convex and ‘euro’ convex bases 
ranging from 50 to 59mm.

australian distributor: euro 
technology Cmr

pullman ‘BarISta’ – 
WWW.COFFeetamper.
COm.au

the pullman ‘Barista’ tamper comes 
in a stunning array of materials, colours, 
patterns and configurations to match 
your every whim. the pullman ‘Barista’ 
has been included in this review for its 

unique ‘truetamp’ rings – concentric 
rings running up the side of the base that 
provide an immediate visual indication of 
tamp depth and symmetry. the handle 
length is adjustable with removable 
spacers and the top of the base is covered 

in rubber making it one of the most 
ergonomic tampers on the market. this 
tamper has no springs or mechanisms that 
can break down – it is a manual tamper 
perfect for anyone serious about coffee.

price: From $139.95

Options available: various handle 
materials and colours with flat or uS 
convex bases in various sizes.

australian distributor: pullman Coffee 
tampers

eSpreSSO Gear attentO 
ClICk mat –  
WWW.eSpreSSOGearauStralIa.COm.au

Whilst not a tamper, this Swedish built 
and designed tamping mat is a notable 
inclusion in this review. the Click mat is 
a force adjustable tamping mat that can 
be set between 10 and 25kg of force. the 
Click mat can be used with any machine 
and any tamper the barista chooses.

price: $49
australian distributor: espresso Gear 

australia

david would like to thank Will priestly 
for co-reviewing the tamping products, 
Samuel Ho for photography, Ben lam  
for graphics and Cafenatics for hosting  
the review.
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